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WIENER'S TAUBERIAN THEOREM IN Ll{G//K)
AND HARMONIC FUNCTIONS IN THE UNIT DISK

Y. BEN NATAN, Y. BENYAMINI, H. HEDENMALM, AND Y. WEIT

Abstract. Our main result is to give necessary and sufficient conditions, in

terms of Fourier transforms, on a closed ideal / in Ll(G//K), the space of

radial integrable functions on G = SU{1, 1), so that / = Ll(G//K) or / =

L^(G//K)—the ideal of Ll(G//K) functions whose integral is zero. This is then

used to prove a generalization of Furstenberg's theorem which characterizes

harmonic functions on the unit disk by a mean value property and a "two

circles" Morera type theorem (earlier announced by Agranovskii).

1. Introduction

Let G be a locally compact abelian group. By Wiener's Tauberian theorem,

if the Fourier transforms of the elements of a closed ideal / of Ll{G) do not

have a common zero, then I = LX{G).

In the non-abelian case the analogue of Wiener's theorem for two-sided ideals

holds for all connected nilpotent Lie groups and all semi-direct products of

abelian groups [16]. However, Wiener's theorem does not hold for any non-

compact connected semisimple Lie group [7], [16].

In their seminal series of papers on harmonic analysis on SU {1, 1), Ehren-
preis and Mautner use the ideal structure in the disk algebra .4(D) to show that

the analogue of Wiener's theorem fails even for the commutative subalgebra

Ll{G//K) of spherical functions ([7], see also [3]). They realized that in ad-

dition to the non-vanishing of the Fourier transforms, a condition on the rate

of decay of the Fourier transforms at infinity is also necessary. For technical

reasons, it was necessary for them to impose various smoothness conditions (of

the Fourier transforms) in addition to the natural conditions of non-vanishing

of the Fourier transforms and the "correct" rate of decay, in their analogue of
Wiener's theorem ([6], see also [3]).

It is known that smoothness conditions make Wiener's theorem much easier.

See, for example, [12] for a trivial proof that if / e Ll{R) and its Fourier

transform / is twice differentiate and never vanishes, then the closure of the
ideal generated by / is all of LX(R).
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The main result of the present paper is a genuine analogue of Wiener's theo-

rem without any superfluous smoothness condition.

We use the method of the resolvent transform, as developed by Gelfand,

Beurling, and Carleman. Gelfand's point of view was later rediscovered and

elaborated upon by Domar and was used by Hedenmalm and others in the

study of closed ideals in Banach algebras [4], [5], [10], [2].
As applications of the "correct" version of Wiener's theorem, we follow the

ideas of [3] and give a generalization of a theorem of Furstenberg [8, 9] charac-

terizing bounded harmonic functions in the unit disk as the bounded solutions

of certain convolution equations (i.e., /¿-harmonic functions) and a "two circles"

Morera-type theorem characterizing holomorphic functions in the unit disk.

2. The main result

Let G = SL2{R) be the group of all 2x2 real matrices with determinant 1.

G is equivalent to SU {1, 1) and to the group of all conformai automorphisms

of the unit disk D. G has a polar decomposition G — KA+K, where K is

the subgroup of all rotations of D and A+ is identified with R+ . The Haar

measure on G is dg = sinh 2Ç dC, dtp dd , where d£ is the Lebesgue measure

on R+, and dtp and dd are the Haar measure on the unit circle K. The

symmetric space G/K is identified with the Poincaré model of the hyperbolic

plane H2, i.e., with D. The space K\{G/K) which is denoted by G//K is
a measure space with the measure sinh 2Ç dC,. Changing variables by x =

cosh2C, we can use the Lebesgue measure \dx on E+. The algebra Ll{G//K)

is a commutative Banach algebra, with the maximal ideals space identified with

the quotient of S? - {s e C : 0 < Oís < 1} under the identification s =

1-5. The Gelfand transform f{s) of / e Ll{G//K) is given by f{s) =

j /i°° fix)Ps-i{x) dx where s eS*, and Ps_i is the Legendre function of the

first kind. It is continuous in the strip S? and is analytic in its interior.

We refer to [11] and [14] for details and to [15], [17], and [18] for properties
of special functions.

In analogy to the Beurling-Rudin description of primary closed ideals in

A{p), we study rates of decay of Fourier transforms of elements of ideals in

LX{G//K). Following [10, p. 133], we define for / e Ll{G//K)

Sooif) = -lim supe-7" log |/(- + it)\,
t—>+oo -¿

¿oif) = - limsup xlog|/(x)|.
*>0,x-»0

The main result is the analogue in Lx {G//K) of Wiener's Tauberian theorem

with exact decay condition and without superfluous technicalities. Recall that

the hull of an ideal is the set of common zeros of the Fourier transforms of its
elements.

Theorem 1. Let MCLl{G//K) generate the closed ideal I{M) in Ll{G//K).
Assume mifeMôoo{f) = 0.

(a) // IiM) has an empty hull, then I{M) = LX{G//K).

(b) Ifhull{I{M)) = {0,1} and inf/€M<50(/) = 0, then I{M) = L0{G//K),
the space of functions in Ll{G//K) whose integral vanishes.
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3. Applications

Let / be harmonic on D. For any g e G, fog is also harmonic, and its

value at zero is the average of its values on any circle centered at 0. Identifying

points in D with elements of G/K and radial measures on D with bi-invariant

measures on G, we obtain that if ß is a radial measure on D with p(D) = 1,

then

[ f{gh)dß{h) = f{g)      for alls e G
Jg

whenever / e L°°{G//K) is harmonic on D, i.e., / is /z-harmonic [8]. Con-

versely, one may ask under what conditions on a radial measure p are the only

/i-harmonic functions / e L°°{G//K) harmonic? Using Theorem 1, we obtain

Theorem 2. Let ß be a radial measure on D such that ß(D) = 1, ß has no

atom at 0, ß{s) ^ 1 for s e y, s ^ 0, 1, and so that

lim sup xlog|l - ß{x)\ = 0.
x>0,x-*0

Then every bounded ß-harmonic function is harmonic.

Theorem 2 generalizes the following result of Furstenberg [9].

Corollary 3. If ß is a radial probability measure on D with no atom at 0, then

every bounded ß-harmonic function is harmonic.

We finish with a "two circles" Morera-type characterization of holomorphic

functions in the unit disk announced earlier by Agranovskii.

Fix two central circles y\ and y2 of radii r\ and r2 respectively, and define
for j = 1, 2

Jj{s) = 2Fl{2-si,l;3;-4rj{l-rJ)-2)

where 2F\ is the hypergeometric function.

Theorem 4. If f is a measurable function on D satisfying the growth condition

\f{z)\ <c{l- \z\2)~x in D, so that for j = 1 and 2

l     f{z)dz = 0, for almost all g e G,
Jg(Yj)

and if Jiis) and J2{s) have no common zero in the strip S?, then f coincides
almost everywhere in D with a holomorphic function.

4. Sketches of proofs

Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of this theorem is carried out in eight steps.

(1) For every AeC\y find bk e LX{G//K) such that

k{s) = {s{l-s)-X{l-Á))-x.

(2) For every g e L°°{G//K) which annihilates I{M) define the resolvent
transform €[g] by £[g]{À) = ih, g) for X € C\&.

(3) Show that €[g] is a holomorphic function outside 5? which may be

extended to an entire function in case (a) and to a holomorphic function in
C\{0, 1} incase (b).
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(4) Show that €[g]{X) = <£¿ , g) for each / G I{M), and X G &, »(A) ±

0,^,1, where TJ is an element of LX{G//K) such that

©w-   /(A)-7(I)
A(l-A)-s(l-i)'

Find this element explicitly.
(5) Use the expressions for €[g] to find estimates for the growth of €[g]

near the boundary of y.

(6) Use maximum modulus techniques to show that €[g] = 0 in case (a) and

that €[g] vanishes at oo and has at most simple poles in {0, 1} in case (b).

(7) Show that {bx \ X G C \ y} span a dense subspace of Lx {G//K).

(8) Conclude that g = 0 in case (a) and that g is constant in case (b). As

g is an arbitrary bounded function annihilating I{M), the theorem follows.

In (1) we find that bx{x) = 2Qx_l{x), where Qx^\ is the Legendre function

of the second kind, meets the requirements. This is done using formulae and

asymptotics of the Legendre functions.

In (3) <£[g] is holomorphic outside y by known properties of Legendre

functions. The existence of a holomorphic extension is one of the basic prop-

erties of the resolvent transform method and is proved using Banach algebras

techniques in the following way.

Let LXS{G//K) be LX{G//K) with the unit â , the dirac measure at the iden-
tity of G, attached, and assume g e Lco{G//K) annihilates I{M) and that

s fi y. The Fourier transform of the element ô-[X{l-X)-s{l-s)]bs+I{M) of

L\{G I IK) 11 {M) never vanishes in the maximal ideal space of this quotient alge-

bra ( {oo} in case (a) and {oo, 0, 1} in case (b)). This means that it is invertible

there and the element Ax = {Ö - {X{1 - X) - s{l - s))bs + I{M))-X{bs + I{M))

of LX{G//K)/I{M) is well defined. Comparing Fourier transforms, we see that

A-x = bx+I{M) for X G C\y. Hence £[g](A) = {Ax, g) gives the holomorphic
extension of €[g].

In (4)

{Tkf)it) = Px-xit) ¡   f{x)Qx-i{x)dx-Qx-X{t) f   f{x)Px.1{x)dx,
Jx>t J x>t

where t = cosh(2C), meets the requirements. This is done using formulae and

asymptotics of the Legendre functions.

In (5) we use Legendre functions formulae to show that |C[g](A)| < ^n)mi-k) >

for X i S-, and that \{Txf, g)\ < mm?-m^)? for À£ *> *W *

0,i, 1.
In (6) the proof that €[g] is zero at infinity is exactly the same as in [10,

Theorem 3.3]. To apply this method in the proof that €[g] has simple poles

in {0, 1} in case (b), we use a conformai mapping ß which "rotates" the

strip y and maps oo to 0 and conformai mappings which map half strips in

the neighborhood of oo to sectors in the neighborhood of 0. Here is a short
description.

The Ahlfors-Heins theorem and the decay conditions in Theorem 1 show that

in case (a), £[g]{x + iy) = 0{e\p{eeny)) as y -> +00 for every e > 0 and for
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almost all 0 < x < 1 and in case (b), |z2£[g](z)| = t9(exp(e|z|-1)) as z -> 0

for every e > 0 and for almost all 0 < q < 1, where z = ß{q + it).

These estimates are even better than is necessary to apply the Phragmén-

Lindêlof theorem for the strip y (or for the sector |argz| < it/2 in case

(b)). But there are still three obstacles to overcome before we can use the

Phragmén-Lindêlof theorem. First, "almost all" is not enough. Second, the

estimates are not uniform in x in case (a) or in q in case (b). Third, €[g]

is bounded on the boundary of any strip wider than y ; however, it may be

unbounded on the boundary of y. (The formulation of this problem in case

(b) is: z2€[g]{z) is bounded on the boundary of any sector wider than the

right half plane; however, it may not be bounded on the y-axis.) Remember,

however, that |C[g](z)| < C,/|îî(z)ïî(l - z)\ for z £ y in case (a), and that

there is a similiar estimate in case (b).

To overcome the first and second problems, we use the Phragmén-Lindêlof

theorem on very narrow strips or sectors. For this we need some estimates

which are provided by the factorization of H°° functions and, close to the

boundary, by Levinson's loglog theorem. The implementation of Levinson's

theorem in case (b) is different from the one in [10]. Here we need to use

Domar's quantitative proof of the theorem as presented in [13, p. 376]. The

third problem is solved by use of the Phragmén-Lindêlof argument for domains

similiar to strips (or similiar to sectors in case (b)), i.e., by the first distortion

inequality of Ahlfors.
Solving the above problems, we get that €[g] is bounded in the neighborhood

of oo and that z2£[g]{z) is bounded in the neighborhood of 0. In case (a)

we get by Liouville's theorem and the above estimates that €[g] = 0. In case

(b) we get that €[g] is zero at oo ; and since z€[g] is trivially bounded in a

sector, it follows that £[g] has at most simple poles in {0, 1} .

In (7), functions whose Fourier transforms decay very fast and extend analyt-

ically to a wider strip are dense in Ll{G//K) (see [3, Lemma 1.3]). Each such

function can be approximated by linear combination of the bx's by replacing

the integral in the Cauchy representation theorem by Riemann sums.

In (8) the density of the <Vs and (6) give that g = 0 in case (a). Let

m G L°°{G//K) be the constant function whose value is Res(£[g](A); 0). By

(6) €[g] - €[m] is bounded and vanishes at infinity; hence it is identically zero
by Liouville's theorem. Step (7) again implies g = m .   D

Proof of Theorem 2. This follows from Theorem 1 in the same way that the

proof of Theorem 3.1 in [3] uses the weaker version of Wiener's theorem proved
there.   D

Proof of Corollary 3. There is an interval [a, b] c (0, oo) where 0 < ß[a, b] <

1. Since i>x_i(cosh(2C)) < 1,

/    (l-^_1(cosh(2C)))^(i)> /  (l-^-i(cosh(2C)))^(C)
Jo Ja

= ß{[a,b}) f (l-fy_1(cosh(2C)))   yC^.
Ja ß{[a,b])
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Hence

/•oo

0 < -xlog(l -ß{x)) = -xlog( /    (1 - Px_1(cosh(2C)))^(0)
Jo

< -xlogß{[a, b]) -xlog / (1 -/»x_,(cosh(20))
Ja ß{[a,b])'

and this expression converges to zero using Jensen's inequality, the Lebesgue

dominated convergence theorem, and properties of the Legendre functions. The

other conditions in Theorem 2 are trivially satisfied.   D

Proof of Theorem 4. This follows from Theorem 1 in the same way that the

proof of Theorem 4.3 in [3] uses the weaker version of Wiener's theorem proved

there.   D
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